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Lovely - DSP Spice

Function: In-ear headphones with play /
DSP Mobile
Price: 549 kr
Info: www.xtz.se

The bottom line:
A couple of very affordable, high-performance
in-ear headphones, almost sensationalin-ear headphones, almost sensational
good with DSP correction
switched on.

But in the beginning I listened in my ordinary Android-mobile, for the moment the very sound capable 
Nexus, which handles both FLAC and WAV. In this stage already, without DSP correction the XTZ-
phones sounds really good. The basic characteristics are full, with a good bottom and support.
Sure the base might not be the strongest or most efficient in the world, but for this money fuller isdefi-
nitely preferred to the opposite. Upwards in frequency they continue to sound great and full, with good 
vocal support but rather somewhat rolled off than crystal crispy treble handling. In this case the oppo-
site applies: with a limited budget, less really is more, in this case more pleasant to the ears, than the 
opposite.
But then I downloaded the XTZ-player in an iPhone, played some favorite songs with The Band and 
Bob Dylan (The weight and Neighborhood Bully). First with the DSP-circuit on, and then off.
And what a difference! I can normally be somewhat skeptical towards DSP-Correction, but here there 
is no debate! The earlier somewhat whet base suddenly gets both power and contour, overall there is 
a completely different dynamic and performance of the music. In turned off DSP-mode it just sounds 
so much poorer and empty, somewhat hollow. A sound I a few minutes earlier thought of as pretty ok, 
in fact really well!
Now we just wait for software for Android and for XTZ to release a version of EarPhone-12 with micro-
phone and answer button.
In spite of that an obvious recommendation even now, not least to you with a modern iPhone.
 
 

One can have opinions about everything and everyone starts to develop headphones, but i have said 
it before and it is my pleasure to say it again: If now clotheslines, hip-hoppers, hard-rockers, and 
sports brands can have headphone brands of their own, why not speaker manufacturers?
And we have seen a fierce stream, from Klipsch, PSB, Martin Logan and others.
For some time now even the Swedish XTZ belongs to the latter category and the first fruit plant is a For some time now even the Swedish XTZ belongs to the latter category and the first fruit plant is a 
in-ear-phone with conventional while even large dynamic element (8,6 mm). Even the casing is large 
onEarphone-12, but not metal as you might think but lacquered plastic, which is quite fortunate for it 
keeps the weight down to a reasonable level. They may seem ungainly, but well in your ears they 
have high comfort. Extra plus is the backside magnets, which enables you to clip the headphones to-
gether behind your neck while you are not using them. You can have a lot of opinions about the 
design as you can find the opposite pair of the type man-woman, city-countryside, old-young, boy-girl, 
moped-bike. We leave it for you to guess which of the opposite pairs appreciates and does not appremoped-bike. We leave it for you to guess which of the opposite pairs appreciates and does not appre-
ciate the design…

The cord is comfortable 1,2 meter (just over 3,9 feet) and accessories are abundant, as three sets of 
rubber-ends but also a 6,35 millimeter- and an airplane adapter. Good.
But this is not just any in-ear-phone. Because XTZ cooperates with the Swedish DSP-Specialist 
DIRAC, IPhone-owners (not 3GS and back, thou) download player/DSP-circuit XTZ Player directly 
from the App store, free of charge.


